CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

5.1 CONCLUSION

Based on data analysis, the writer concludes that Jimmy Kimmel and Selena apply 10 type Positive Politeness strategy as suggested by Brown Levinson that are Notice/attend to Hearer, Exaggerate, Intensify Interest to Hearer, Use in group Identity Markers, Seek Agreement, Presuppose / Raise / Assert Common Ground, Joke, Be Optimistic, Include Both Speaker and Hearer in Activity, Give Gifts to Hearer. However, the strategy that shown most is Seek Agreement which spoken by Jimmy to Selena because he as a host tried to pay attention and become a good hearer for every answer that Selena Gomez said. The writer also found two influence factors that happened as the outcomes of Positive Politeness strategy. Here is the power term which occurred less than social distance because both the objects try to minimize the distance because they basically are not really close. Therefore, they applied the strategy for the certain condition.

Jimmy was the one who performed the most strategy during talk show, as he was the one in charge of warming the situation so that all of the participants involved feel comfortable because everything during the show is under control by the crews to conduct better communication, so the conversation run smoothly. This is an important thing to be considered since there are many audiences watching them.
The writer put some last research as the helpful reference. First, the thesis entitled “Politeness Strategies used by Joe and Kathleen in You’ve Got Mail” by Ilena Wongso student of English department of Petra Christian University 2005.

The second is The Politeness Strategies Used by The Host of Empat Mata to His Female Guests as the title by Duwi Purwita Sari, student of English Department of Airlangga University of Surabaya 2008.

The third is a thesis entitled “A Study of Politeness Strategies applied by the Characters in Despicable Me 2 Movie” by Fiki Makhmudiyah student of English department of UIN Sunan Ampel Surabaya 2014. The previous researches have a similarity where the related theory is applied to the data generally. It means they did not put the theory completely as the writers did. As the result, this thesis and the previous study have a minus. It is meant to give an opportunity to the readers to complete the others component as the next study.

5.2 SUGGESTION

Positive politeness strategy is the way how to deal with people who have conversation with other people. It is the expression of faces that is important to give respond during the conversation. Therefore, doing politeness strategy in conversation can save face to another because face is a mask, which can change expression. It depends on the interlocutors and the social interaction.

The writer hopes this thesis could give more understanding in using positive politeness strategy to the reader. The writer hopes this paper inspiring work for all students who want to conduct research in the same field. The study
shows to the reader kinds of politeness strategy it is also a part of media such as television and society like school environment or neighborhood.